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Abstract
We treat the notion of fiberwise measures as the natural expansion of measures from spaces onto
continuous maps. The topological characterizations of maps admitting fiberwise measures with spe-
cial properties—atomless and exact atomless Milutin maps—are given.
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1. Introduction
In what follows we deal with metric spaces and continuous maps except where other-
wise indicated. Let C(X) denote the Banach space of all bounded continuous functions of
X to the real line R1 equipped with sup-norm and C∗(X) the dual space endowed with
the weak topology with respect to C(X). The space of all regular positive finite Borel
measures on X is denoted by M(X) and equipped with the weak topology with respect
to C(X). Every measure µ ∈ M(X) generates a linear positive functional u =R(µ) given
by the formula u(φ) = ∫
X
φ dµ where φ ∈ C(X). According to the Riesz representation
theorem [3], for every compact space X, the correspondence R :µ → R(µ) is a linear
homeomorphism between M(X) and C∗+(X) ⊂ C∗(X)—the subspace of all linear positive
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228 S. Ageev, E.D. Tymchatyn / Topology and its Applications 153 (2005) 227–238functionals. Moreover, R(P(X)) = {u ∈ C∗+(X) | u(1X) = 1} where P(X) ⊂ M(X) is the
subspace of all probabilistic measures.
For every map f :X → Y , a fiberwise measure on f is defined to be a family {µy}y∈Y
of measures µy ∈ M(X) such that
(1) µy continuously depends on y ∈ Y (or, equivalently,
∫
X
φ dµy is a continuous function
on Y for every φ ∈ C(X)); and
(2) suppµy 
⋂{A = clA ⊂ X | µ(A) = µ(X)} lies in f−1(y) for every y ∈ Y .
This notion is the natural expansion of measures from spaces onto continuous maps (see
Theorem 1.1).
The space of all fiberwise measures on f is denoted by M(f ) and equipped with the
weak topology with respect to C(X):Oε({µy};φ1, . . . , φn) = {{νy} ∈ M(f ): ‖
∫
X
φi dµy −∫
X
φi dνy‖ < ε for every φi}, where ε > 0 and φi ∈ C(X), is an element of a basis at {µy}
in M(f ). Let L(C(X),C(Y )) denote the space of all linear operators endowed with the
weak topology with respect to C(X). And lastly, let L(f ) denote the subspace of all linear
positive operators u : C(X) → C(Y ) such that
(3) uC(Y ) : C(Y ) → C(Y ) is an operator of multiplication by some positive function αu ∈
C(Y ), i.e., u(φ) = αu · φ for every φ ∈ C(Y ) (we assume that C(Y ) naturally lies in
C(X) by identifying each ψ ∈ C(Y ) with ψ ◦ f ∈ C(X)).
Theorem 1.1 (Fiberwise Riesz representation theorem [15]). Let f :X → Y be a surjection
of compacta. If {µy} ∈ M(f ), then the map u = R({µy}) : C(X) → C(Y ) given by the
formula
(4) u(φ)(y) = ∫
X
φ dµy , φ ∈ C(X), y ∈ Y ,
is an element of L(f ), and the corresponding function αu is defined by αu(y) =
∫
X
1X dµy .
The correspondenceR : M(f ) → L(f ) is a linear homeomorphism. Moreover,R(P(f )) =
{u ∈ L(f ) | u is a retraction} where P(f ) ⊂ M(f ) is the subspace of all probabilistic fiber-
wise measures.
If Y = {pt}, then this theorem transforms into the usual Riesz representation theorem
as C({pt}) =R1, and the map f :X → {pt} is naturally identified with the space X.
Some words should be said about the terminology. A map f admitting a probabilis-
tic fiberwise measure is usually called a Milutin map [17]. A positive linear retraction
u : C(X) → C(Y ) is called an averaging operator. Therefore, Theorem 1.1 asserts that f
is a Milutin map if and only if f admits an averaging operator.
It is known that each open surjection of complete metric spaces is a Milutin map
(see [12]), the converse is false. The first example of fiberwise measure on a surjection
m :C → I (not open) of the Cantor set C onto the unit segment I was discovered by Mi-
lutin in 1950s and then applied by him to solve the classical problem whether C(I ) and
C(I × I ) are linearly homeomorphic [13]. Pełczyn´ski [15] posed the problem on topo-
logical characterization of Milutin maps which was settled first for metric compacta (see
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characterizations a new one.
Theorem 1.2. Let f :X → Y be an arbitrary map of a complete metric space X onto
a metric space Y . Then f is a Milutin map if and only if there exists a complete subset
X0 ⊂ X such that f0 = f X0 :X0 → Y is an open surjection.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 essentially uses conditions under which an open preimage
of complete metric space is again complete. Recall that an open image of a complete met-
ric space is complete (Sierpinski–Hausdorff Theorem [8, p. 341], [2, p. 53], [11, p. 45]),
and the converse fails even if all point preimages are complete. To get a converse of the
Sierpinski–Hausdorff Theorem, we should formulate it a bit differently.
Theorem 1.3 (Sierpinski–Hausdorff criterion). Let g :Z → Y be a surjection of a complete
space Z onto a metric space Y . Let Z0 be a subset of Z such that f0 = f Z0 :Z0 → Y is
an open surjection and f−1(y) ∩ Z0 is closed in Z for every y ∈ Y . Then Y is complete if
and only if Z0 is complete.
The proof of 1.3 is given in Section 3. As an easy corollary of Theorem 1.3 we get the
condition of completeness for the support of a fiberwise measure on a map.
Corollary 1.4. Let f :Z → Y be an atomless Milutin map of complete spaces and {µy}
the corresponding atomless fiberwise measure. Then supp{µy}⋃{suppµy | y ∈ Y } is
complete.
Hint. Apply 1.3 for Z0 = suppµ. 
Depending on the type of fiberwise measures on maps, we distinguish special Milutin
maps. A fiberwise measure {µy} on a map f is called exact (atomless), provided that
suppµy = f−1(y) for every y ∈ Y (µy(x) = 0 for each y ∈ Y and x ∈ X). Simultaneously,
exact and atomless fiberwise measure is called exact atomless. Let MEA(f ) (ME (f ) or
MA(f ), respectively) denote the subspace of all exact atomless (exact or atomless, re-
spectively) fiberwise measures on f , and PEA(f ) (PE (f ) or PA(f ), respectively) the
subspace of all probabilistic exact atomless (exact or atomless, respectively) fiberwise
measures on f . A map f admitting a probabilistic exact atomless (exact or atomless, re-
spectively) fiberwise measure is called an exact atomless (exact or atomless, respectively)
Milutin map. These notions seem to have been examined first in [17] where the topological
characterization theorem of exact Milutin maps was established.
Theorem 1.5. A continuous map f :X → Y of Polish spaces (i.e., completely metrizable
separable spaces) is an exact Milutin map if and only if f is open.
If a continuous map f :X → Y of Polish spaces is an exact atomless Milutin map then
f is open and has perfect point preimages (i.e., the preimage of an arbitrary point contains
no isolated points) (see, for instance, [7, p. 199]). The partial answer to the natural question
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Milutin maps and prove their topological characterization.
Theorem 1.6. A continuous surjection f :X → Y of Polish spaces is an exact atomless
Milutin map if and only if f is open with perfect point preimages.
As is well-known [14], P(X) is metric for any Polish space X. If X0 ⊂ X is Pol-
ish, then P(X0) naturally lies in P(X) and P(X0) ↪→ P(X) is a topological embedding.
Therefore, the following topological characterization of atomless Milutin maps is an easy
consequence of Theorem 1.6.
Theorem 1.7. A continuous surjection f :X → Y of Polish spaces is an atomless Milutin
map if and only if there exists a Polish subspace X0 ⊂ X such that f0 = f X0 :X0 → Y is
an open surjection and X0 ∩ f−1(y) is perfect for every y ∈ Y .
Another application of Theorem 1.6 is concerned with a possibility to assign continu-
ously atomless exact measures to the point images of a multivalued mapping.
Theorem 1.8. Let F :Y  Z be a lower semicontinuous multivalued mapping of Polish
spaces with nonempty closed values. If F(y) is perfect for every y ∈ Y , then there exists a
continuous map µ :Y → PA(Z) such that suppµ(y) = F(y) for every y ∈ Y .
Let 2X be the hyperspace of compact subsets of a Polish space X endowed with the
Hausdorff metric, and Perf(X) {A ∈ 2X | A is perfect}. Since Y = Perf(X) is a Gδ-
subset of 2X , Y is complete. The following fact is an easy application of Theorem 1.8 for
the lower semicontinuous mapping F :Y X,F(A) = A.
Corollary 1.9. There exists a continuous map µ : Perf(X) → P(X) such that µ(A) ∈
PA(X) and suppµ(A) = A for every A ∈ Perf(X).
It should be noted that our approach gives also an alternative proof of the topological
characterization of exact Milutin maps (Theorem 1.5).
The proof of Theorem 1.6 is substantially based on the Michael zero-dimensional selec-
tion theorem [16]. Each probabilistic fiberwise measure {µy} on f :X → Y can be treated
as a selection s :Y → P(X) of the multivalued mapping F :Y  P(X),F(y) P(f−1y).
Clearly, a probabilistic, fiberwise, exact, atomless measure {µy} on f is a selection of the
multivalued mapping G :Y  P(X),G(y) PEA(f−1y). Therefore, at least in the case
of zero-dimensional spaces X the proof of Theorem 1.6 is reduced to the verification of
hypotheses of the mentioned selection theorem. The reduction of the general case of 1.6 to
the zero-dimensional case is placed in Section 4 (see also [16, p. 254]).
And finally, we formulate some natural questions.
(5) Let f :X → Y be an exact atomless Milutin map of topological spaces. Which are the
properties of X inherited by Y ? Which are the properties of Y inherited by X?
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Polish subspace of X for each y ∈ Y . Is it true that f is an exact atomless Milutin map
(i.e., are the conditions in 1.6 imposed on X and Y essential)?
2. Proof of Theorem 1.2
Milutin’s result [13] is generalized to an arbitrary metric space Y (see [5,9,18]). We
need a bit more general result.
Theorem 2.1. For each metric space Y , there exists a perfect (i.e., closed with compact
fibers) atomless, Milutin map
g :Z → Y
of a zero-dimensional metric space Z (i.e., the covering dimension dimZ = 0). Moreover,
(i) If Y is compact, then Z is homeomorphic to the Cantor set, and in the case of a
perfect compactum Y there exists Z0 ⊂ Z homeomorphic to the Baire space J ∼= Nω
such that gZ0 :Z0 → Y is an open exact atomless Milutin map;(ii) If Y is a Polish space without points of local compactness, then Z ∼= J , and there
exists Z0 ⊂ Z,Z0 ∼= J , such that gZ0 is an open exact atomless Milutin map;
and
(iii) If Y is a complete metric space of the weight τ > ℵ0, and each point of Y has local
weight τ , then Z is homeomorphic to the Baire space B(τ) ∼= τω of the weight τ ,
and there exists Z0 ⊂ Z,Z0 ∼= B(τ), such that gZ0 is an open exact atomless Milutin
map.
Proof. Let Un, n ∈ N, be a closed locally finite cover of Y such that meshUn < 2−n and
ordy Un  2 for every y ∈ Y . Pick a partition {eU :Y → I | U ∈ Un} of unity inscribed into
Un. These data generate metric spaces Zn
∐{U | U ∈ Un} (where∐ stands for a disjoint
union of spaces) and a natural projection pn :Zn → Y . The following map sn :Y → P(Zn),
sn(y)(w) = eU (w) where w ∈ U ∈ Un, represents a Milutin selection for pn.
Next, the desired space Z is defined as the subset {z = (z1, z2, . . .) | p1(z1) = p2(z2) =
· · ·} of ∏Zn, and the desired map g :Z → Y is defined by the formula g(z) = p1(z1) =
p2(z2) = · · ·. It is evident that g−1(y) =∏∞n=1 p−1n (y) is homeomorphic to the Cantor set.
The product measure s(y)
∏
sn(y), which is evidently atomless, continuously depends
on y ∈ Y and supp s(y) ⊂ g−1(y). The checking of perfectness of g and dimZ = 0 is not
difficult and we leave it to the reader.
If Y is compact, then Z is perfect compact. Hence, by the Brouwer theorem [4],
Z is homeomorphic to the Cantor set. Let Z0 = supp{s(y)} where supp{s(y)} ⋃
y∈Y supp s(y). It is evident that the perfectness of Y implies that Z0 is a nowhere lo-
cal compact separable space. Since, by 1.4, Z0 is complete, the Alexandroff–Urysohn
theorem [1] implies that Z is homeomorphic to the Baire space J .
The proofs of (ii)–(iii) are analogous and use the Alexandroff–Urysohn characterization
theorem [1] for the Baire space B(τ). 
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dients of the characterization theorem for Milutin maps of complete metric spaces which
implies Theorem 1.2.
Recall that a map f :X → Y of metric spaces is called 0-invertible, provided for each
zero-dimensional paracompact space Z (dimZ = 0) and map φ :Z → Y , there exists a
lifting φ˜ :Z → X of φ, i.e., f ◦ φ˜ = φ.
We denote integration as follows: 〈µ|ρ〉 = ∫
X
φ dµ.
Theorem 2.2. Let f :X → Y be a map of complete metric spaces X and Y . Then the
following properties are equivalent
(a) f is a Milutin map;
(b) There is a complete subspace X0 ⊂ X such that f X0 :X0 → Y is an open surjection;(c) f is 0-invertible; and
(d) There is a closed subset X0 ⊂ X such that f X0 :X0 → Y is a perfect (i.e., a closed
map with compact points preimages) Milutin map.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. (a) ⇒ (b). Let X0 = supp{µy} be a support of fiberwise measure
on f . By 1.4, it follows that X0 = supp{µy} is complete. The continuity of {µy} easily
implies the openness of f X0 .(b) ⇒ (c). Let φ :Z → Y be a map of a 0-dimensional paracompact space Z. By the
Michael Zero-Dimensional Selection Theorem, there exists φ˜ :Z → X0 covering φ.
(c) ⇒ (d). Let g :Z → Y be a perfect Milutin map of a zero-dimensional metric space Z
from 2.1. Since f is 0-invertible, there exists g˜ :Z → X such that f ◦ g˜ = g. We assert that
X0  g˜(Z) is the desired subset of X. Since g is perfect, it is evident that f X0 is perfect
also, and X0 is closed in X. The Milutin selection s :Y → P(X0) for f X0 is defined by
the formula 〈s(y)|ϕ〉 = 〈σ(y)|ϕ ◦ g˜〉, y ∈ Y , where σ :Y → P(Z) is a Milutin selection for
g and ϕ ∈ C(X).
(d) ⇒ (a). Since X0 ⊂ X is closed, P(X0) lies in P(X), and the natural embedding
P(X0) ↪→ P(X) is topological. If s :Y → P(X0) is a Milutin selection of f X0 , then the
composition Y s→ P(X0) ↪→ P(X) is a Milutin selection of f . 
3. Choquet spaces
Definition 3.1. The space X is said to be a Choquet space if for any element x1 ∈ X and any
neighborhood O(x1) of x1 one can inductively construct an arbitrary small neighborhood
O(xi) ⊂O(xi−1) of an arbitrary element xi ∈O(xi−1), i = 2,3, . . . , such that
(1) clO(xi) ⊂O(xi−1); and
(2) ⋂∞i=1O(xi) consists of an element x ∈ X.
This definition is a bit different from that used in the literature [11, p. 44]. If X is a
metric space, then this definition is equivalent to the following property
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for every element x2 ∈ X,x2 δ1∼x1 (i.e., x2 is in the δ1-ball about x1) there exists 0 <
δ2 < 2−2 such that
for every element x3 ∈ X,x3 δ2∼x2 there exists 0 < δ3 < 2−3 such that
...
such that there exists limi→∞ xi ∈ X.
If X is a complete metric space, then X is a Choquet space. The converse of this fact gives
us the topological characterization of completeness (see [6]).
Theorem 3.2. Let X is a metric space. Then X is topologically complete if and only if X
is a Choquet space.
We provide a new proof of this very attractive theorem based on Theorem 2.1 (for
alternative proofs see [6,11]). First, we prove an easy case of Theorem 3.2.
Proposition 3.3. Let X is a metric space with dimX = 0. If X is a Choquet space, then X
is topologically complete.
Proof. The definition of Choquet space easily implies the existence of a sequence ω1 =
{W 1α }α∈A1  ω2 = {W 2α }α∈A2  ω3 = {W 3α }α∈A3  · · · of refined clopen covers of X such
that
(4) meshωi < 2−i ; and
(5) If W 1α1 ⊃ W 2α2 ⊃ W 3α3 ⊃ · · ·, then
⋂∞
i=1 Wiαi is a point of X.
Since ωi+1 is a refinement of the clopen cover ωi , there exists a natural epimorphism
ϕi+1 :Ai+1 → Ai of discrete spaces Ai+1 and Ai . The conditions (4) − (5) guarantee that
X is the limit of the inverse system {A1 ϕ2← A2 ϕ3← A3 ϕ4← ·· ·} which is a closed subset of
A =∏∞i=1 Ai . But A is a complete metric space as the countable product of discrete spaces,
that proves the completeness of X. 
Proposition 3.4. Let X and Z be metric spaces, and g :Z → X a perfect surjection. If X
is a Choquet space then Z is also a Choquet space.
Proof. Pick z1 ∈ Z. Since X is a Choquet space, for x1 = g(z1) ∈ X there exists 0 < δ1 <
2−1 such that for every element x2
δ1∼x1 there exists 0 < δ2 < 2−2 . . . (see (3)). Choose
θ1 < 2−1 such that g(N(z1; θ1)) ⊂ N(x1; δ1) and pick an arbitrary z2 θ1∼Z1. Next, we repeat
the previous construction for x2 = g(z2) δ1∼x1 · · · , and so on. As a result of these reasonings,
we have the following diagram:
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g
θ1∼ z2
g
θ2∼ z3
g
∼ · · ·
x1
δ1∼ x2 δ2∼ x3 ∼ · · ·
Since X is a Choquet space, there exists x¯ = limxi ∈ X. Since g is perfect, g−1(x¯) is
compact, and lim dist(zi, g−1(x¯)) = 0. Therefore, there exists a limit lim zi ∈ Z. 
To complete the proof of 3.2, we take a perfect surjection g :Z → X of a zero-dimensional
metric space Z (Theorem 2.1). By Proposition 3.4, Z is a Choquet space. Since dimZ = 0,
Proposition 3.3 implies that Z is a topologically complete metric space. Thus, X is the
perfect image of the topologically complete metric space. By [8, 3.9.10 and 4.4.15], X is a
topologically complete metric space. 
Next, we examine comprehensive properties of Choquet spaces.
Proposition 3.5. Let X and Z be metric spaces, and g :Z → X an open surjection. If Z is
a Choquet space then X is a Choquet space also.
Theorem 3.6. Let X and Z be metric spaces, and g :Z → X an open surjection. If X is a
Choquet space, then Z is a Choquet space, provided there exists a metric d on Z such that
(6) f−1(y) is complete with respect to d for every y ∈ Y .
Proof. Pick z1 ∈ Z. Since X is a Choquet space, for x1 = g(z1) ∈ X there exists 0 < δ1 <
2−1 such that for every element x2 ∈ X,x2 δ1∼x1 there exists 0 < δ2 < 2−2 < · · · (see (3)).
Pick θ ′1 < θ1 < 2−1 and δ′1 < δ1 such that
g
(
N
(
z1; θ ′1
))⊂ N(x1; δ′1/2)⊂ N(x1; δ′1)⊂ g(N(z1; θ1))⊂ N(x1; δ1).
Pick an arbitrary element z2 ∈ Z,z2
θ ′1∼Z1. Next, we repeat previous construction for x2 =
g(z2)
δ′1/2∼ x1 · · · , and so on. As a result of these reasonings, we have the following diagram.
z1
g
θ ′1∼ z2
g
θ ′2∼ z3
g
∼ · · ·
x1
δ′1/2∼ x2 δ
′
2/2∼ x3 ∼ · · ·
Since X is a Choquet space, there exists x¯ = limxi ∈ X. Without loss of generality we
can assume that for every i  1, δ′i+1 < δ′i/2. Hence xi
δ′i∼ x¯. By the choice of θi < 2−n,
we have x¯ ∈ N(xi; δ′i ) ⊂ g(N(zi; θi)) for every i  1. Therefore, there exists a nonempty
decreasing sequence
N(z1; θ1)∩ g−1(x¯) ⊃ N(z2; θ2)∩ g−1(x¯) ⊃ N(z3; θ3) ∩ g−1(x¯) ⊃ · · ·
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lim zi ∈ Z exists. 
Finally, the proof of Sierpinski–Hausdorff criterion 1.3 easily follows from Proposi-
tion 3.5 and Theorem 3.6. All details we leave to the reader.
4. Proof of Theorem 1.6
In what follows all spaces are separable metric and all maps are continuous.
4.1. Reduction to zero-dimensional space Y
LetA(X) (B(X), respectively) denote the Banach space of all bounded (bounded Borel,
respectively) functions of X to the real line R1 equipped with sup-norm. Then, we have
C(X) ⊂ B(X) ⊂A(X).
Theorem 4.1. Let L :B(X) →A(Y ) be a continuous linear operator preserving pointwise
limits, i.e., if ϕ ∈ B(X) is a pointwise limit of the sequence {ϕn} ⊂ B(X) bounded above,
then L(ϕ) is a pointwise limit of {L(ϕn)}. If L(C(X)) ⊂ B(Y ), then L(B(X)) ⊂ B(Y ).
The proof of this theorem is performed by transfinite induction on ξ < ω1 where
Bξ (X) ⊂ B(X) is the Banach space of all bounded functions of Borel class ξ . All details
are left to the reader.
Theorem 4.2. Let f :X → Y be a Milutin map and {µy} a fiberwise measure on f . Then
N :B(X) →A(Y ), N(ϕ)(y) = 〈µy |ϕ〉, is a continuous positive linear operator which pre-
serves pointwise limits.
Theorem 4.2 is easily proved with help of the Lebesgue dominated convergence Theo-
rem. Since N(C(X)) ⊂ C(Y ), Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 imply that
(1) N(B(X)) ⊂ B(Y ).
In turn (1) provides us a basis for the proof of the following fact:
Theorem 4.3. Let u :B → A and u′ :D → C, and also v :C → A and v′ :D → B be
continuous surjections such that u ◦ v′ = v ◦ u′. If u′ is a Milutin map with the cor-
responding probabilistic fiberwise measure {µ′c}, and v′ is a Milutin map with the cor-
responding probabilistic fiberwise measure {νa}, then u is a Milutin map which proba-
bilistic fiberwise measure {µa} is defined the formula 〈µa|ϕ〉 〈νa|ψ〉, ϕ ∈ B(B), where
ψ = 〈µ′c|ϕ ◦ v′〉 ∈ B(C). Moreover,
(2) If {µ′c} and {νa} are exact probabilistic fiberwise measures, then {µa} is a exact prob-
abilistic fiberwise measure; and
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u(b) = v(c), and also {µ′c} and {νa} are atomless probabilistic fiberwise measure,
then {µa} is an atomless probabilistic fiberwise measure.
Now, let us reduce the proof of Theorem 1.6 to the case of zero-dimensional space Y .
We give only a sketch of such a reduction leaving all details to the reader (see [16, p. 254]).
Let X and Y be Polish spaces, f :X → Y an open map with perfect point preimages. Pick
a perfect Milutin surjection g :Z → Y of a complete metric space Z of dimZ = 0 on Y
and a fiberwise probabilistic measure {νy} on g (see 2.1). We note that
(4) The pull-back W = Zg ×f X = {(z, x) | g(z) = f (x)} ⊂ Z×X is a Polish space which
is naturally mapped onto Z by f ′ :W → Z, f ′(z, x) = z, and onto X by g′ :W → X,
g′(z, x) = x; and
(5) f ′ :W → Z is an open map with perfect point preimages.
All hypotheses of 1.6 for an open map f ′ onto a zero-dimensional space Z hold. If
we have constructed a fiberwise, probabilistic, exact, atomless measure {µ′z} on f ′, then
the desired fiberwise probabilistic exact atomless measure {µy} on f is supplied by Theo-
rem 4.3.
4.2. Dense subspaces of P(X)
Let f :X → Y be an open map of Polish spaces with perfect point preimages. It is
known [14, II, Theorem 6.2, 6.5] that
(1) The space P(X) of probabilistic measures endowed with the weak topology is a com-
plete metric space metrized by the metric
dist
(
µ,µ′
)=
∞∑
i=1
2−i · ∣∣〈µ|φi〉 − 〈µ′∣∣φi 〉∣∣, µ,µ′ ∈ P(X),
where D = {φi} ⊂ C(X; [0,1]) is a countable subset of functions separating points
from closed subsets of X.
If X0 ⊂ X is Polish, then P(X0) naturally lies in P(X) and, as it follows from (1),
P(X0) ↪→ P(X) is a topological embedding.
Lemma 4.4. If Z is a perfect Polish space, then PA(Z) is a dense Gδ-subset in P(Z).
This fact is proved in [14, I, Corollary 8.1]. The analogous fact is valid for exact mea-
sures.
Lemma 4.5. If Z is a Polish space, then PE (Z) is a dense Gδ-subset in P(Z).
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0} is a closed nowhere dense subset of P(Z). The proof will be completed if we check that
PE (Z) = P(Z) \
⋃∞
i=1 Fi . 
The Baire Category Theorem and 4.4 and 4.5 imply
(2) If Z is a Polish space, then PEA(Z) is a dense Gδ-subset in P(Z).
4.3. Lower semicontinuity and completeness of G
Recall that G :Y  P(X) is defined by G(y) = PEA(f−1y). Let Pfin(X)  {µ ∈
P(X)| suppµ is a finite subset of X}. The openness of f easily implies the lower semi-
continuity of H :Y  P(X),H(y) Pfin(f−1y). Since, by [14, II, 6.3], Pfin(X) ⊂ P(X)
is dense, it easily follows that F :Y  P(X),F(y) = P(f−1y) is lower semicontinuous.
Next, we apply (2) and easily derive the lower semicontinuity of G.
Clearly, {µ ∈ P(X) | suppµ hits V } ⊂ P(X) is open for any open subset V ⊂ X. Pick a
countable open basis {Ui} in Y . Then
A
{
µ ∈ P(X) | suppµ hits f−1(Ui) and f−1(Uj ) for some Ui ∩Uj = ∅
}⊂ P(X)
is open. From this remark we easily derive that
(1) F(Y ) =⋃{P(f−1(y)) | y ∈ Y } is closed in P(X).
Lemma 4.6. G(Y ) =⋃{PEA(f−1(y)) | y ∈ Y } is a Gδ-subset in F(Y ).
Proof. Let {Ui} be a countable open basis in Y and {Vj } a countable open basis in X. It is
not difficult to verify that for any clUi ⊂ f (Vj ) the following subset
Ti,j =
{
µ ∈
⋃
y∈clUi
P
(
f−1(y)
) | µ(Vj ) = 0
}
⊂F(X) is closed.
The proof will be completed if we take into account that F(Y ) \ ⋃{PE (f−1(y)) | y ∈
Y } = ⋃{Ti,j | clUi ⊂ f (Vj )}. Hence, ⋃{PE (f−1(y)) | y ∈ Y } is a Gδ-subset in F(X).
Intersecting
⋃{PE (f−1(y)) | y ∈ Y } with Gδ-subset PA(X), we come to the desired con-
clusion. 
According to 4.1, the proof of Theorem 1.6 is reduced to the case of dimY = 0. For the
mapping G :Y  G(Y ) we checked all hypotheses of the Michael Zero-Dimensional Se-
lection Theorem: G is lower semicontinuous mapping with closed values,⋃{PEA(f−1y) |
y ∈ Y } is complete metric space. Therefore, there exists a selection s :Y → P(X) of G
which supplies us with a fiberwise exact atomless measure on f .
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